
















MASTERBUILDER History  Some notes on the parts & sets
in this early post-WW2 UK system were given in 1/3, 4/73, 6/119,
8/184, & 9/225, but little was known of the history & few definite
dates were available. Now David Hobson has sent details of the
ads which appeared in Games & Toys, & Geoff Brown has passed
to me some recollections by Lloyd Tomlyn of MASTERBUILDER's
final days. Some photos of sets from various sources will also help
with the details. Thank you to all.

K.W.  Products  (KWP  hereafter)  made  MASTERBUILDER  (MB
henceforth) and it still isn't known what the K.W. stands for; but
the W may come from Wardlaw W. Waddell, the man who put his
name to the Intro in the Model Leaflets, with 'Designer' after it.

METALWORK THREE  The first  ad from KWP was  in  Feb.
1946 for, not MB, but 'Our First Product - METALWORK DESIGN
NUMBER  THREE'  with  'Attractive  Plastic  Parts'  &  'Lightweight
Metal  Alloys'.  The name on the lid of  the set in the illustration
from the ad, below, is probably METALWORK THREE. The parts

that can be seen look like those in this first MB phase, including
Bakelite  Plates,  Gears,  &  cast  Unions.  The  reference  to  Light-
weight Alloy though presumably means some parts in aluminium
alloy. No METALWORK THREE sets or  alloy parts have come to
light  so  far.  The  address  of  the  company  was  given  as  55a
Chaveney Road, Quorn Leicestershire,  Tel:  Quorn 259, and the
Home  &  Export  Agents  were  Neville  B.  Bloch  Agencies,  23
Coleman Street, London, E.C.2., Tel: MONarch 2502 & 1903. The
ad was repeated in the March issue.
   THE NICKEL PERIOD  In April  the first  MB ad appeared,
headed 'The New Range of Constructional Sets for Boys', and an
Excavator was shown, a No.3 model, though this wasn't stated.
Lightweight Alloy was mentioned again, but not in any later ads.
No KWP address was given but a Leaflet KW1262 was available
from Bloch Agencies (the No.1 set of the time was KW1261-1).

The May ad showed the 4 sets, Nos.0-3. All have a single layer
& the largest is shown below. The black shape under the Screw-

driver is the Bakelite Winding Drum. Both sets known from this
period have turned Flanged Wheels and all the metal parts are
nickeled  except  the  chemically  blackened  Axles  &  Screwdriver.
Both lids are in the style of  the No.1 in  the next column,  the
pattern shown in the ad. The small words above the '1' are PATENT
APPLIED FOR, and the Quorn address is along the bottom. The No.1

was mentioned in 8/184 & has
a box 10*8". The other set is a
No.0 in a box about 8½*6¾".

The  June  ad,  repeated  in
August,  featured  the  No.2
outfit  Oilfield Drilling  Rig,  22"
high,  below,  and  the  Circular
Plate can be seen in it.

A  note  in  the  Model
Engineer for  15  Aug.,  1946
gives  the  Quorn  address  and

says that the smallest set has 48 parts from which 12 different
models can be built, and the largest has 156 parts for 25 models.

The heading of the October G&T ad was 'Designed for Export'
with the phrase repeated in French & Spanish. Underneath was
the No.0 Factory Truck, and under that a display of No.0 boxes.

The next ad in Feb.1947, & repeated in April, was, like all later
ones, half page against the full pages previously. It was different
in character  too and under the illustration of the No.0 set used
earlier, simply listed 18 MB features. Among them: turned Wheels
&  Pulleys;  instruction  books  in  17  languages;  plans  for  future
additions to the range; accurate brass drop stampings; contrast-
ing metal finishes.

THE BLACK PERIOD  I wondered if the Feb ad above marked
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the  change from nickel to  black parts,  and the new packaging
which seems to have happened at the same time. But really the
only thing that might indicate this is the remark about 'contrasting
metal finishes', in that the 'brassware' in the black sets was plain
brass or nickel. At any rate sometime between Feb. 1947 and the
next ad in Oct. 1949 (over 2 years later, for sets with coloured
parts) the change to black parts and the new boxes occurred.

The new No.0 set (KW1265) was single-layer in the same size
box as before. The No.1 (KW1266) & No.2 have one layer but also
parts attached to fold-over 'wings' giving in effect a second layer.
A No.3 in an Ebay photo has two trays, each an inch or so deep
and presumably they sit  in a deep box,  but  only its  lid can be
seen. All have to same type of lid featuring a model from the set
in question, and a No.3 is shown below (under the '3' is a line of

text & a red & white strip like the top). The small print
still  includes  'PATENT APPLIED FOR', and at the bottom,
'DESIGNED  AND  MANUFACTURED  BY  K.W.  PRODUCTS  LTD.,
EREKTOR WORKS, MOUNTSORREL, LEICESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND.'

Apart  from  the  black  parts,  and  the  plain  brass
finish on some of the brassware - on all of it in some
sets  -  the  only  obvious  change was  to  the  Flanged
Wheels. In the Nickel sets they were turned parts, ½"
Ø in Sets 0 & 1 and 1" in Sets 2 & 3 (though one No.1
seen has the 1"). But most Black sets of all sizes have
the plain steel pressed type shown in 6/119. Some of
the bosses & certain turned brassware in some Black
sets  are  5⁄16"  Ø  rather  than
3⁄8" but there is no consistent
pattern and even in the next
Coloured period 3⁄8" parts are
found occasionally.

As  far  as  is  known  the
contents of the sets did not
change  but  the  letter  in
8/202  leaves  the  possibility
that  they  were  reduced  a
little  at  some  point,  even
though  it  seems  probable
that the models in the Model
Leaflets  stayed  the  same.
Leaflets seen from Black sets are KW1271, 1272 & 1273 for Sets
0, 1 & 2. A Leaflet from a Nickel Set 0 has the same set contents
as KW1271 but its reference can't be seen. The No.0 KW1271 lists
49 parts, plus N&B, a Spanner & a Screwdriver, and 6 models are
shown. The corresponding figures for Nos.1 & 2 (KW1272,3) are
76 & 110 parts and 6 models each. All these Leaflets are folded to
give 4 panels and on one side they contain the Intro on the yellow
front,  the Set  Contents,  & 2 models;  on  the  back are  4  more
models. An Ebay photo of a No.3 Leaflet shows it with 6 panels
and it may contain more models because the side shown has 4
models plus the Intro & Set Contents. If there were 5 on the back
side that would account for the 25 in the  Model Engineer piece
(assuming 6 and not the ME 12 for the No.0, an error possibly).

Models for Sets 0-2 were mostly Cranes and various pieces of
machinery & plant. Vehicles were limited because there was no

Road Wheel, but there was a small No.0 Tramcar running on ½"
Flanged Wheels, & for the No.2, a Diesel Shunting Loco & a Flat
Goods Wagon, both running on 1" Wheels. The only No.3 models
that can be seen clearly are a Gantry Crane & a Lifting Bridge.

Linking  sets  are  mentioned  in  the  Model  Leaflets  and  one
example, the only one I've ever heard of, was listed in an auction
recently.  It  was  a  No.2A,  but  no  picture  unfortunately,  and  it
wasn't possible to tell if it was from the Nickel of Black periods. 

THE COLOURED PERIOD  The ad in the Oct. 1949 G&T said
that MB has stove enamelled coloured parts, that it builds realistic
vehicles & stationary models, and that the component & accessory
service  is  unique  in  completeness.  It  was  also  said  that  over
150,000 sets had been sold & approved retailers were now being
appointed. Readers were invited to write to K.W. Products Ltd.,
Erektor  Works, Mountsorrel,  Leics, Tel: Rothley 283, for  details.
Bloch Agencies weren't mentioned. The ad carried a photo of the
Carrier set and below a photo of an actual similar set (a Mudguard
& one of the two 3⁄8" Pulleys are missing, & originally all the parts
were strung with yellow cord). The red words along the bottom of
the lid are 'Ask your dealer for MB realistic accessories and robust
spare parts'. The colour scheme varied from set to set, another
Carrier set has the same parts but in red, blue & yellow, and a
Carfax outfit is in just blue & yellow. The Carrier box is 10*14*
1½", & the Carfax is also 10*14" but has no wings - its lid is
identical to the Carrier except for the red name, set number, etc. 

The next, & final, ad, in November, was identical to October.
8/184 has details of the only 'Coloured' manual known, for the

Baronet, Carfax, & Carrier sets, & some of its models are shown
there. All 3 sets were quite small (with, excluding Tools and N&B,
about 24, 47, & 85 parts respectively) but 7 larger sets were listed
in the Manual. Coloured parts not in the 3 small outfits are found

from time to time but it isn't
clear  if  they  were  from
larger  sets  or  simply  some
of the spare parts that KWP
advertised.  Probably  the
latter as no trace of larger
sets has been found so far,
nor  a  manual  for  any  of
them.  A lot of  work must
have gone into the OSN 8
manual and perhaps KWP

decided to wait to see
if the sales of the small sets justified producing the larger sets &
manuals for them.

THE FINAL DAYS  Lloyd recalls  that MB was made in a 2-
storey factory  on  Leicester  Road.  It  is  still  there  but  currently
unoccupied.  Most  of  the ground floor  was  used by a company
called Mountsorrel Pressings Ltd & it's very likely that they made
many  of  the  MB  parts.  KWP closed  in  the  early  1950s  &  the
factory  was  bought  by  Lloyd's  future  father-in-law,  Reginald
Cooper,  for  other  purposes,  although  Mountsorrel  Pressings
continued for a few years. The purchase included the remaining
MB stock of parts (mostly blue & orange) and these were given to
Lloyd and his fiancée who used them in their spare time to fulfil
the orders which continued to come in. Eventually, as some of the
parts became out of stock, the orders stopped, & Lloyd kept what
remained until last year when Geoff acquired them from him.
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5. INNOR   Jean-Pierre Guibert kindly sent a copy of a new
page recently added to his  Encyclopédie. It gives details of a
French set from the 1950s with 10 different parts to construct
the simple 4-9v Electric Motor below. It is referred to in the

Instructions as the MOTEUR INNOR, but nothing is known of the
maker. The base is the lid of the cardboard box (13*8*1.3cm),
which  has  a plan view drawing of  the Motor  on  it,  but  no
name, and is perforated with holes to suit the parts. The Shaft
is 2mm Ø reducing to 1.5mm at one end. The discs for the
commutator are cardboard, the pulley brass, as also the 2mm
Ø N&B. The Rotor had to be wound with 34 turns on each
arm, & the Stator with 50. The paperwork in the Set consisted
of  a  sheet  printed  on  both  sides  with  detailed  building
instructions  and 2  other  sheets,  one  with  extra  advice,  the
other about series & other motors, a permanent set-up for the
Motor, and making a strobe disc to mount on the Motor.

INNOR:  S1            [48/1453]

6. MASTERBUILDER  In the account of this early post-WW2
UK system in 38/1135 it was mentioned that the meaning of
the  'K.W.'  in  the  name  of  the  MASTERBUILDER  company
wasn't known. The answer is Kathleen Waddell, the wife of the
Wardlaw Walter Waddell, the man who designed the system.

This  information  from Robin  Waddell,  Walter's  son,  who
played with MASTERBUILDER as a small child in the 1946-50
period, and has recently been in touch. He added that Walter
and his brother Alexander (Sandy) were joint owners of K.W.
Products,  the  company  based  in  Mountsorrel,  just  outside
Loughborough, responsible for MASTERBUILDER. 

And  Robin  wrote  something  of  Walter's  history.  He
combined considerable technical ability with a capacity for hard
work,  and  he  had  a  varied  career.  As  an  apprentice  with
Ruston & Hornsby in Lincoln he looked after the agricultural
machinery, steam engines, etc which the company showed at
fairs & exhibitions, and later, in the mid-1930s, he was sent to
Trinidad as a support engineer for the equipment that Rustons
had  sold  out  there.  Back  in  England  he  was  involved  in
designing the tracks for the Centurion tank towards the end of
WW2,  and  after  the  war  he  worked  full-time  for  several
companies as well as his involvement with MASTERBUILDER.
Some years after that period he started another business, a
direct mail bureau, initially called Miss Kay Blunt after his wife's
maiden  name,  and  later  Powertyping.  It  used  paper-tape
technology to integrate addresses, letter text and personalised
text  inserts  from three  separate  tape readers  connected  to

Flexowriter  automatic  typewriters  -  an  awesome  sight  in
operation.  The  letters  were  then  signed  with  a  genuine
fountain pen by another automatic gadget. 
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7. TRIX  Timothy Edwards passed on the address,  www.trix-
metaal.nl/Index.htm an  excellent  site  with  many  photos  of
sets, motors, manuals, brochures, etc from Germany, France
and several other countries.

TRIX:  S7            [48/1453]

8. 'NEW' SYSTEMS  Jeannot Buteux/Constructorama wrote
that  it  was  hoped  in  due  course  to  send  some/more
information about systems such as BOMISA, IMBRICA, MÉTAL-
LUX, K.DO, STRUCTEX etc.

New OS Names:  S2            [48/1453]

9. Snippet: Canadian JUNEERO  A manual was described in
11/283 and now the set below, a 'Model A', has been seen on
Canadian Ebay. It was said to have been produced from 1940
to 1948 by Steelmaster of Vancouver, and to have a British-
made Tool plus aluminium & steel parts. The box is 18*12*
2½" and a sheet pasted inside the lid shows the 6 operations
that the Tool can perform. The parts visible in the box include

a pair of Shears to the right of the 4 small brass Pulleys, a Die
above the Tool's wooden Base, &, to the right of the Tool's red
handle, the Span'driver shown in OSN 11. Under the Manual is
Sheet material with a Corrugated Sheet on top. There is no
sign of the larger Pulleys & Flanged Wheels needed for some
of the Manual models. But the ready availability of extra parts
was stressed on the inside of the lid and in the Manual.
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the German ELECTRIC Synchronos Uhr (Clock). Please
contact Urs Flammer at urs.flammer@gmail.com.



EDITORIAL  Better late than never is I hope the way you feel
about the ever increasing gap between Issues, especially those
who  don't  get  the  PDF  pages.  And  I'm  afraid  there  is  no
prospect of improvement but I console myself that it can only
be good  to  continue  to  record  more  about  Other  Systems,
albeit slowly.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
  

1. A  MASTERBUILDER  Baronet  Outfit.      The  later
MASTERBUILDER sets with coloured parts are rare, & until the

Baronet set above was spotted on Ebay, only 2 out of the 10
listed in the only known manual (see 8/184) had been seen.

The Baronet was the smallest set in the first group of 3, the
others, the Carfax & Carrier both had similar lid labels (see the
Carrier in 38/1136) which differed in style to the present Set.
Another change is the S.H.VALENTINE LTD., George St., Hinckley
address  on the label:  a new name in  the MASTERBUILDER
story, a retailer possibly or a late change of manufacturer. Like
other  MASTERBUILDER  addresses,  Hinckley  is  in  Leicester-
shire. It remains to be seen if the present label was the original
for Baronet or if there was a change, perhaps with Valentine's
advent. Incidentally,  of  the 4 models on the Baronet's label
only the Luggage Truck could be made with the set.
MASTERBUILDER:  S4           [53/1612]

2.  More STUDIO Parts. A set seen on Ebay has the same
box as Fig.2 of 44/1326 except that the lid is the batten type.
Figs.1 & 2 below show some of the parts more clearly, and

those listed below were not
seen before.

• 9h  Strip  (confirmed).
• Flanged  Plate  5*5h  with
3*3h  cutout.  • 3*3h  red
Perf.  Plate.  • Nut,  square
(not shown here). • Bolts:
short  and  cheeseheaded;
long  and  roundheaded.
• Spanner,  with  one
straight,  &  one cranked,
angled  end.  • Silvery,
bossed  Pulley,  at  (b).
• 3h  Insulating  Strip,  at
(a). • The  red  part  at
(c),  a  Mounting  Bracket
perhaps.  • Crankshaft, at (e).
Brass Contact Strip at (e). Insulating Spacer, perhaps, at (d).
STUDIO:  S2           [53/1612]
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